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 “To be authentic does not mean to be natural, to be as

you are, but as you ought to be.” Kazimierz Dabrowski

 “Freedom consists not in doing what you like but in

having the right to do what you ought.” John Paul II

 "We are not human beings having a spiritual

experience. We are spiritual beings having a human
experience." Pierre Teilhard de Chardin

“How to live—someone asked me in a letter,
someone I had wanted
to ask the same thing.
Again and as always,
and as seen above
there are no questions more urgent
than the naïve ones.”
Wislawa Szymborska, The Turn of the Century

Who am I?
 Know Thyself (the Temple at Delphi)
 Man, know thyself, and you are going to know the gods.
(Luxor Temple)

 This above all: to thine own self be true.
(Polonius, in Hamlet, Shakespeare)

 What lies behind us and what lies before us are tiny
matters compared to what lies within us. (attr. Emerson / Thoreau)
 The kingdom of God lies within you. (Luke 17:21)

“Dare to declare who
you are. It is not far
from the shores of
silence to the
boundaries of speech.
The path is not long,
but the way is deep.
You must not only walk
there, you must be
prepared to leap."
Hildegard von Bingen

Positive Disintegration
 “Positive disintegration is […] the fundamental process
in the development of an individual. In order to leave
the lower developmental level and pass on to a higher
one, the individual must go through a greater or lesser
disorganization of primitive structures and activities.”
(Personality Shaping, p. 92)
 ‘I call the classic pattern of spiritual transformation
“order-disorder-reorder.” Paul calls it “the foolishness
of the cross.”’ Richard Rohr

TPD is a theory of personality
development…
 …through self-transformation and self-transcendence,
the latter which is key to multilevel, multidimensional
development of True Self / personality ideal.
 Transcendence implies higher -- spiritual -- levels of
reality;
 TPD is also then a theory of spiritual development –
and Dabrowski makes it clear, particularly in
Personality Shaping, and not only.

 “(…) the meaning of life depends on higher values, and on
the integration of our human qualities of the highest moral
values with the hierarchy of those supreme values at the
pinnacle of which exists the Deity. (PSTPD, 25)
 “The strength and universality of religious experience show
that the internal attitude of man corresponds to a
supersensual Being, transcendent as an object of these
religious experiences and at the same time constituting a
necessary condition for the very fact of the existence of this
experience in our consciousness. This Being is a
requirement of our hierarchical psychological structure, a
requirement for its highest level, for it seems more
convincing to assume that this hierarchy reaches into
transcendency than to take it for granted that it ends in
and with us.” (26)

Development…
 …is a “progress from sensualism and materialism to mysticism, from

rationalism to intuitionalism, from instinctive to suprainstinctive attitudes,
and from the biological to suprabiological dimension.” (PSTPD, 35)

 Four gradients of development (Dabrowski, 1998):
 Hierarchization (changes in structure)
 Inhibition
 Reflection
 Syntony

 Higher level instincts (Dabrowski, 1958):





Creativity
Self-perfection
Samaritan
Mystical

Mysticism
“Mysticism is essentially the exercise of a supernormal
faculty transcending intellect, whereby the individual
obtains a vital and conscious experience in his inmost
being of his oneness with what has been variously
termed the Absolute, or Reality, or the Intelligible
world, or the Infinite, or God a sense of union with the
transcendent yet immanent Root and Source of all
Being and all Becoming.” William Kingsland
“Science will, in all probability, be increasingly impregnated
by mysticism.” Pierre Teilhard de Chardin (1924)

“In order to be able to receive
and grasp the supersensual
reality we may need special
organs and functions, a kind
of “transcendental sense,” to
perceive the reality of the
supersensual world. It may
safely be assumed that this
inner sense, the experience of
which would possess
convincing power for the
experiencing individual, arises
and develops in the course of
multidimensional realization
of the ideal of personality.”
(PSTPD, 26)

Mystical experience








ineffability,
noetic quality,
transiency,
passivity (William James);
a consciousness of the Oneness of everything,
timelessness,
knowledge that the familiar phenomenal ego is not the real I (Happold)

 “Mystical writings do not support William James' claim (James, 1958)

that mystical experience must be a transient event, lasting only a short
time and then disappearing. Rather, the experience might be an
abiding consciousness, accompanying a person throughout the day, or
parts of it. For that reason, it might be better to speak of mystical
consciousness, which can be either fleeting or abiding.” Jerome Gellman

Mystics
“The mystics—to give them their short, familiar name—
are men and women who insist that they know for
certain the presence and activity of that which they
call the Love of God.” Evelyn Underhill

“Mystics from every tradition testify to the aliveness
and sentience of all things, that the natural world
is lit up with the flame of divinity. This does and
must include us. We’re not taught this. In fact,
most of what we’re taught opposes this.” R. Rohr

 “1. This phenomenal world of matter and individual consciousness is only a

partial reality and is the manifestation of a Divine Ground in which all partial
realities have their being.

 2. It is of the nature of man that not only can he have knowledge of this Divine

Ground by inference, but also he can realize it by direct intuition, superior to
discursive reason, in which the knower is in some way united with the known.

 3. The nature of man is not a single but a dual one. He has not one but two

selves, the phenomenal ego, of which he is chiefly conscious and which he
tends to regard as his true self, and non-phenomenal, eternal self, an inner
man, the spirit, the spark of divinity within him, which is his true self. It is
possible for a man, if the so desires and is prepared to make the necessary
effort, to identify himself with his true self and so with the Divine Ground,
which is of the same or like nature.
 4. It is the chief end of man’s earthly existence to discover and identify himself

with his true self. By so doing, he will come to an intuitive knowledge of the
Divine Ground and so apprehend Truth as it really is, and not as to our limited
human perceptions it appears to be. Not only that, he will enter into a state of
being which has been given different names, eternal life, salvation,
enlightenment, etc.” (Happold, 1990)

True Self














Personality / ideal (+)
The Highest Self
The Ideal I
The Real You (Assagioli)
Conscience (Peace Pilgrim)
Individuality (Roberto
Assagioli, Edgar Cayce;
persona = mask)
Soul
Spirit
Pure individual
consciousness
Ground of Being
I-Am-ness
The Atman
The Christ/Buddha Self

True Self
 True / Innermost Self (soul) exerts its influence
through the emerging personality ideal which is its
reflection, first intuitively grasped, then elaborated
and created (or co-created with God) in the process of
UL/ML disintegration and secondary integration; see
how it happens…

True Self
 “(…) the hazy feeling of autonomy begins to be linked
with that which is hierarchically higher, with that
which divides us into higher and lower, into less ego
and more ego, into that which is and that which ought
to be. Slowly the whole psychic tissue and its
happening is permeated by the concept and
experience of the subject in oneself (authentic, True
Self) and object in oneself (False Self).” (Confessions, 48)

Discovery of True Self/Personality
 “That which is subject is attainable in intuitional
synthesis, concentration, contemplation, and even in
ecstasy.” (Conf., 48)
 “The capacity for contemplation is evidence of
personality coming into existence. (…) Contemplation
harmonizes in us the biological level—at which most
of our everyday experiences take place—with the
suprabiological level; it alleviates the drama of our
experiences by enabling us to resign certain values and
tendencies clinged to thus far, in favor of others,
suprabiological ones.” (PSTPD, 33)

Richard Rohr
False Self (object)

True Self (subject)

The Real You knows all about it … it will
guide you.” (Assagioli)

"The most terrifying thing is
to accept oneself completely.
Your visions will become
clear only when you can look
into your own heart. Who
looks outside, dreams; who
looks inside, awakes."
Carl Gustav Jung

True Self/Personality
 Ego /Individuality – the outermost layer of our being;
 Inner self – mind-space, sense of identity, autobiography,
DMN, inner psychic milieu; where the drama of
disintegration takes place;
 Innermost / True Self—Dabrowskian personality/ideal is
its closest expression;
 Personality consists of individual and universal essence:
 our unique talents and bonds
 our highest shared values (oneness)

 "True sanity entails in one way or another the
dissolution of the normal ego, that false self
competently adjusted to our alienated social reality...
and through this death a rebirth and the eventual reestablishment of a new kind of ego-functioning, the
ego now being the servant of the divine, no longer its
betrayer." R.D.Laing

True Self/Personality/Ideal
 “Personality ideal acts as a force of transposition to
ideal reality, which one achieves only by the way of
true empathy, mystical contemplation, and ecstasy; a
reality which is free from selfishness and from
temperamental egocentric actions and concerns. This
is the reality of the ideal, of creativity and selfperfection on the borderline of transcendence. The
center of gravity is transposed to the world of higher
values and ideals which represent the objective and
the subjective reality equally, and which endow
transcendence with concreteness.” (MLness, 1996, 64)

True Self/Personality/Ideal
 “Personality is not a ready gift, but an achievement. This
achievement is a very difficult, even painful, process.”
(Dabrowski, PS, 1)

 “We do not really find the immortal diamond of the True
Self. It gradually appears as we do the work of growing up,
just as the Risen One randomly appeared as a friend on the
road, was confused with the gardener, showed up in a
locked room, and came for breakfast on the beach. Let the
master, Thomas Merton, say it, as he so often does: ‘A door
opens in the center of our being, and we seem to fall
through it into immense depths, which although they are
infinite—are still accessible to us. All eternity seems to
have become ours in this one placid and breathless
contact.” (Rohr, ID, 55)

Eknath Easwaran
“We are made in the image of God. The image is there, but we
need to put in the work to reveal it. Whenever I hear someone
say, “This is just the way I am; I’ve got to learn to live with it,” I
want to plead, “Don’t ever say that!” The miracle of human
existence is that we can change. Simply by virtue of being
human, we have the capacity to change ourselves completely.
All of us carry a cleansing fire hidden inside. It may be banked
with ashes, cold to the touch, but a spark of the divine is there
nonetheless, ready to leap into life. It is nothing less than love of
God. Latent in every one of us, it wants only encouragement
before it flares to vibrant life, burning up everything selfish and
impure. Once ignited and coaxed with the fuel of love for others,
it sheds light and warmth all around.”

Richard Rohr
“The single and true purpose of mature religion is to lead you
to ever new experiences of your True Self. If religion does not
do this, it is junk religion. Every sacrament, every Bible story,
every church service, every sermon, every hymn, every bit of
priesthood, ministry, or liturgy is for one purpose: to allow
you to experience your True Self—who you are in God and
who God is in you—and to live a generous and just life from
that Infinite Source.”

Stages of Psychosynthesis
 Zero: Survival of Wounding (“enslavement to fundamental infirmity of
man” –identification with False Self )






One: Exploration of the Personality.
Two: The Emergence of “I” (MLness).
Three: Contact with Self.
Four: Response to Self.

 “Everyone is seeking to discern and manifest his or her ideal
model.” (Firman & Gila)
 “Progress through the stages begins when there is the
realization—often through a crisis of transformation—that one’s
normal everyday life is far from satisfactory, and that there must
be a change in one’s way of living. Here begins the journey
towards an authentic sense of self and world, an ideal model.”
(F&G, 18)

Spiritually Transformative
Experiences (STEs)




David Lukoff’s stats:
Gallup poll: “Have you felt the presence of a higher power?”
--1973 – 27%
--2001 – 70%
More Gallup:


“In a June 2002 Gallup survey, Gallup asked respondents to rate the statement, "I have had a profound
religious experience or awakening that changed the direction of my life," on a scale from 0 to 5, with 0
standing for "does not apply at all" and 5 for "applies completely." Forty-one percent of Americans -which projects to about 80 million adults nationwide -- said the statement completely applies to them.”



Jules Evans: “In a survey I did in 2016, 84 per cent of respondents said they’d had an experience where
they went beyond their ordinary self, and felt connected to something greater than them. But 75 per
cent agreed there was a taboo around such experiences.”



Lisa Miller: developmental depression



M. Pollan: “I [was] surprised to discover (…) a universal human desire to change consciousness. There
is no culture on earth (well, one) that doesn’t make use of certain plants to change the contents of the
mind, whether as a matter of healing, habit, or spiritual practice.” (p. 13)



Nancy Kehoe: “Wrestling With Our Inner Angels: Faith, Mental Illness and the Journey to Wholeness”

STEs, contd.
 An experience is spiritually transformative when it causes
people to perceive themselves and the world profoundly
differently: by expanding the individual’s identity,
augmenting their sensitivities, and thereby altering their
values, priorities and appreciation of the purpose of life.
This may be triggered by surviving clinical death, or by
otherwise sensing an enlarged reality.
 near-death experiences (NDEs), near-death-like
experiences (NDLEs), out-of-body experiences (OBEs),
visions, spiritual emergencies, awakenings, kundalini,
enlightenment, exceptional human experiences (EHEs),
pre-birth memories, past-life experiences, nearing death
awareness (NDAs), after-death communications (ADCs),
empathic or shared near-death experiences, peak
experiences, etc.

“The Fourth Factor”
 There is a fourth factor in our development – the Numinous, God, Spirit, the Divine, the

Absolute, Life, the Infinite, Cosmic Consciousness. Our disregard of and disconnection
from it is a source of most, if not all, of our maladies.

 “By ourselves – with God’s volition and grace as a basis – we acquire our highest

possible level. We determine ourselves in our inner psychic milieu and with respect to the
external environment, we undergo positive, hierarchical disintegration. We carry out an
inner psychic transformation, we achieve autonomy, authenticity, we come closer to
personality ideal.” (Conf, p. 57)

 “God is not a metaphor.” Eknath Easwaran
 “It is God, who for his own loving purpose, puts both the will and the action into you.”

(Philippians 2:13)

 “Do not conform to the pattern of this world, but be transformed by the renewing of your

mind. Then you will be able to test and approve what God’s will is—his good,
pleasing and perfect will.” (Romans 12:2)

 “Test all things; hold fast to that which is good.” (1 Thessalonians 5:21)

Eknath Easwaran
“By love may He be gotten and holden, by thought never.
– THE CLOUD OF UNKNOWING
The supreme, radiant Being that dwells in our own consciousness cannot be attained by
any amount of reasoning, for this Being is one and indivisible, beyond all duality. But by
loving Him “with all our heart, and all our soul, and all our strength,” we can come to live
in Him completely. When we learn to love Her more than we love ourselves, our
consciousness is unified.
It is all very well to talk about the Ultimate Reality, the Great Void, but we cannot love a
Void. Here it is that we need God in an aspect we can love and understand – the Supreme
Poet, the sustainer and protector of all, from whom we came into existence and to whom
we shall return. We need a divine ideal like Sri Krishna, Jesus the Christ, the
Compassionate Buddha, or the Divine Mother.
Loving the Lord means loving the innermost Self in all those around us. We need only
somehow to increase our capacity to love – because we do not live in what we think; we
live in what we love.”

Pain and suffering
 “Where there is a mind, there is suffering, and the higher the life,
the more suffering, which leads to the question of values.” (Dab,
1964, 178-9)

 “In our sleep, pain which cannot forget falls drop by drop upon
the heart until, in our own despair, against our will, comes
wisdom through the awful grace of God.” Aeschylus
 “(…) there is something between ourselves and our soul that
nothing can penetrate; and there are moments, says Emerson, 'in
which we court suffering, in the hope that here at least we shall
find reality, sharp peaks and edges of truth.'“ Maeterlinck p. 62
 Self-mutilation

Pain and suffering, contd.
 “Try to exclude the possibility of suffering which the
order of nature and the existence of free wills involve,
and you find that you have excluded life itself.” C.S. Lewis
 “At some point, perhaps when danger threatens, an
awakening occurs in which the individual discovers his
will.” R. Assagioli
 "Our greatest blessings come to us by way of madness,
provided the madness is given us by divine gift." Plato
(Phaedrus)

Pain and suffering, contd.
3 attitudes toward suffering (Dabrowski):
1. external projection, the desire for vengeance and
aggression;
2. resignation;
3. desire for reshaping oneself and for replacing the shattered
forms of life by other forms (most likely leading to the
emergence of the personality ideal – True Self).

The wound is where the light gets in.
Rumi

“The pathological symptom can be interpreted as an
incitement to go on the spiritual quest, or even as a
paradoxical doorway into transcendence, and this can
donate meaning to the malady itself. Perhaps some
degree of pathology is needed, in fact, in order for a
person to feel strongly enough motivated to set out on a
spiritual quest to begin with. In this case, attainment to
numinous experiences would bring about a change in
the feeling that pathology is a curse, even if it did not
result in curing the pathology itself, although it might
lead to this as well.” (Murray Stein, “On the Importance of
Numinous Experience in the Alchemy of Individuation”)

 “(…) the fact is that the approach to the numinous is
the real therapy and inasmuch as you attain to the
numinous experiences you are released from the curse
of pathology. Even the very disease takes on the
numinous character.” (C.G. Jung, Letters, Vol. 1, p. 377)
 “All problems are psychological, but all solutions spiritual.”
Thomas Hora

“Without inhibition, there is no development of
culture and no transformation of one’s own
limitations; without inhibition, without excluding
oneself from external activity, there is no possibility for
the growth of contemplation, concentration, ecstasy.
Without certain obsessions, there is no creative
stubbornness, there is no exclusivity, there is no
permanence of emotions. Without depression, there
are no self-critical experiences. Without states of
anxiety, there is no alterocentrism, altruism, there is
no responsibility.” (Conf., 89)

Pain and suffering, contd.
 Lisa Miller: “Depression and spiritual awakening – two sides of one door:”

--“Suffering is a direct porthole to spiritual awakening. Spirituality and depression are
essentially one journey. And those who experience spiritual awakenings are ninety
percent less likely to suffer depression again.”
-- “Very often, depression, as everyone will face it, is the core to our endowment and
development.”


-- “Functional MRIs show that, in a resting state, the brain activity of people with
developed spirituality (through depression & suffering--EM) resembled that of a
meditating monk. A sustained spiritual life is also associated with cortical thickness. A
thick cortex correlates with high IQ, a thin cortex with Alzheimer’s or depression. Our
2014 study showed adults with a sustained spiritual life had thickness in the parietal,
occipital and precuneus regions of the brain, the same areas where you see thinness in
those with recurring depression. Those regions of thickness have to do with orientation,
perception and reflection.

 Children with spirituality are 60 percent less likely to be depressed as teens, 40 percent

less likely to engage in drug use and 80 percent less likely to engage in some risky
behaviors. Cortical thickness was observed in study participants who said “spirituality is
personally important,” regardless of their specific religious traditions.”

 “The ideal goal of parents and educators is to foster in young people the intense

processes of self-direction and self-transcendence. (Lonergan’s expression self-realization
through self-transcendence)” Bernard Tyrrell (Ch, part II, p.49)

“What do clinical scientists know about redemption
and personal growth in the aftermath of depression?
How often does it happen? What initiates it?
In a forthcoming article [The Curious Neglect of

High Functioning After Psychopathology: The Case
of Depression] to appear in Perspectives on
Psychological Science with our students, we reached a
shocking conclusion: Experts have virtually nothing to
say about this topic.” (Thriving after depression: Why are
scientists ignoring good outcomes? Jonathan Rottenberg, Todd B.
Kashdan, June 29, 2018)

Prophylaxis through pain and suffering /
wounded healers
“He, who has never known sorrow, will not be able to
cope with great sorrow. He, who has not experienced
depression and does not know what depression is, is
neither able to bear heavy depression, nor to help
others in bearing depression. He, who had not small
experiences of anxiety empathy, is not able to
understand the entire profundity of existential and
alterocentric fears and anxieties. He, who has not gone
through the feeling of, the understanding of and the
identification with the values of the exclusivity and
uniqueness of emotional bonds, will not understand
these same values.” (Conf., 95)

“The experiences of nervousness and psychoneuroses—
even if fragmentary and on a comparatively low level –
- inoculate us with the understanding of future
psychoneurotic experiences, give us the means to
overcome them in a creative way, and thus also to
prevent more serious illnesses, i.e., psychotic illnesses.
(Conf., 95)

Inner conflict
 “The development of the inner psychic milieu, the
hierarchization of values, the development of the third
factor, of the dynamism subject-object in oneself, and
above all the development of the dynamism of inner
psychic transformation and of empathy are all
impossible without internal conflicts.” (Conf. 51)
 “Conflicts are subject to inner psychic transformation.
In this way, conflicts of both kinds (ext and int) can be
sublimated and moved to a higher level.” (Mental Growth, 83)

Inner conflict, cont.
“Strong external and inner shocks, when met through
very active reflection (following inner psychic
transformation) together with maladjustment at lower
levels of both the internal and the external milieus,
promote development directed toward the realization of
personality and its ideal. These very conflicts, both inner
and outer, with the possibility of inner psychic
transformation, are characteristic of the majority of
psychoneurotic dynamisms.” (Mental Growth, 83)

Self-education and
Autopsychotherapy
“(...) true self-education starts when the personality
comes to life—that is, from the period in which the
process of self-defining and self-cognizing becomes
marked, the process in which a man begins to be
strongly interested, intent, and sees the need of isolating
in himself that something which constitutes his true self.
He then attempts to understand the biological and
extrabiological character of this self, its hierarchical
values and purpose. /contd.

Self-education and
autopsychotherapy, contd.
“The process of self-education consists in admitting to
consciousness all that may stimulate and educate. In doing so
we should adopt an attitude of constant differentiation and
selection of these stimuli, partly or wholly rejecting some of
them and admitting others. In this process there are
moments of interruption of daily activities, moments of
withdrawal from the daily routine and of breaking contact
with the external world, in order to enter, with a fully relaxed
body and mind, into communion with one’s ideal, and to
charge oneself, as it were, with subtle spiritual energy. This
reaching out, through meditation and contemplation, to
one’s educational ideal usually contains in itself the elements
of a religious attitude.” (PSTPD, 42)

Self-education and
autopsychotherapy, contd.
“The process of self-education consists in reflecting upon
and controlling the impulses, derived from the grasp of one’s
own personality ideal, which are eventually expressed in
action.”(PSTPD, 42)
“Self-education is about personality development on the ever
higher levels. Its highest goals is in the natural dimension the
fullness of humanity, and in the supranatural dimension –
becoming God-like. Self-education should go hand in hand
with introspection, and those two activities should become
one effort, lasting a lifetime, to come close to the ideal.”

Self-education &
autopsychotherapy, contd.
 Negative capability (Keats): “when a man is capable of being in

uncertainties, mysteries, doubts, without any irritable reaching after
fact and reason”
 Patience
 Eknath Easwaran’s Passage Meditation:
 Meditation on a passage
 Repetition of a mantram (mantra, or prayer word)
 Slowing down
 One-pointed attention
 Training the senses
 Putting others first
 Spiritual fellowship
 Spiritual reading

Self-education &
autopsychotherapy, contd.
 Bernard Tyrrell’s Christotherapy: Healing Through
Enlightenment:
 Mind-fasting (negative data; prayer for diagnostic
discernment; revelation/recognition;
decision/demonstration)
 Spirit-feasting (positive data; prayer for appreciative
discernment; r/r; d/d)
 Edgar Cayce’s A Search for God
 Peace Pilgrim’s Steps Toward Inner Peace (Four
Preparations, Purifications & Relinquishments)

Eknath Easwaran
“Those who offer instant enlightenment mislead us. After
all, we have to bring the mind itself under control, and
there is no more difficult task in life. We should be
prepared for a lifetime of challenge. But then, we need
challenges, or we stagnate. If you want to judge your
progress, ask yourself these questions: Am I more loving?
Is my judgment sounder? Do I have more energy? Can my
mind remain calm under provocation? Am I free from the
conditioning of anger, fear, and greed? Spiritual awareness
reveals itself eloquently in character development and
selfless action. Authentic spiritual experience changes the
way you see the world and the way you live.” (TofD, 6/19/18)

 “Sin is a refusal to keep growing.” St. Gregory of Nyssa (c. 335-c.
394)

 "Each of us has a soul, but we forget to value it. We
don't remember that we are creatures made in the
image of God. We don't understand the great secrets
hidden inside of us." Teresa of Avila
 "Within you there is a stillness and sanctuary to which
you can retreat at any time and be yourself." Hermann Hesse
 “The idea of what a human being should be fills us
with the greatest emotion.” Karen Armstrong (para)

Richard Rohr
“The self that begins the journey is not the self that
arrives at the Gospel. The self that begins is the self that
we believe ourselves to be, the superior self we want to
be. This is the self that dies along the way—until ‘no one’
is left. This is the true self that all Great Religion talks
about, the self bigger than death yet born of death, a
different self than the private I, a self transformed by
God and transformed in God.” (What The Mystics Know, 41)

“I wish I could show you when you are lonely
or in darkness the astonishing light of your
own being.”
Hafiz of Shiraz

Pierre Teilhard de Chardin
“What paralyzes life is lack of faith and lack of audacity. The
difficulty lies not in solving problems but expressing
them. And so we cannot avoid this conclusion: it is
biologically evident that to gain control of passion and so
make it serve spirit must be a condition of progress. Sooner
or later, then, the world will brush aside our incredulity and
take this step : because whatever is the more true comes out
into the open, and whatever is better is ultimately
realized. The day will come when, after harnessing the ether,
the winds, the tides, gravitation, we shall harness for God the
energies of love. And, on that day, for the second time in the
history of the world, man will have discovered fire.” (1934)

